How to Get Laid at Burning Man
A Public Service Announcement brought to you by the
Bureau of Erotic Discourse (B.E.D.)
Burning Man is a place where you can attempt any adventure you choose: spiritual, physical, emotional, or
even sexual. You may see a lot of semi-naked folks walking around, and maybe you’d like to get busy!
Fun! The only question is: How to do it? We at the Bureau of Erotic Discourse (B.E.D.) want you to have
the best sex possible and we have just the steps you need to follow when you are searching to get laid
with someone else who wants it, too:
1) Assess your own desires and boundaries. What kind of sexual interaction do you want to engage in?
What kind of sexual interaction would violate your boundaries? It’s important to be very clear with yourself
on both counts. Do you want oral sex? Or just a snuggle bunny? A make-out partner? A hot and heavy
interlude with a ton o’ lube? In terms of your boundaries, do you not want to engage in penetration? Do
you want to play with bondage but avoid orgasms? Decide what it is you do and do not want so that you
are clear with yourself before you even search for a partner.
2) Select someone coherent. You don’t want to have sex with someone who is so loaded that they can’t
express what they do and do not want. It’s against the law, for one thing, and it’s unethical and uncool as
well.
3) Approach your coherent, potential bed buddy and talk to them. Ask them about themselves and
comment on how sexy and awesome you think they are. Flirt shamelessly. If the vibe is good, get up the
nerve to tell your buddy what you want to do with them. Say it in a sexy, direct fashion. Promise that you
will be an attentive and communicative partner.
4) If your buddy refuses your offer—either in a gentle or rude way—continue talking with them if that
seems fun, or wish them a great burn and walk away with your head held high. That was a success! You
did it! You told someone your desires, you were rejected, and the world didn’t melt! Hooray! Now go get
a cool drink, have a sit-down, lick your paws, reassess the situation, and start from scratch with someone
else.
5) If, however, your bed buddy seems interested in your expression of your desires, ask them about their
desires and listen with rapt attention. Ask your bed buddy if they would like to participate in an erotic game
where you each express your desires and boundaries to one another. If they agree, listen attentively and
speak clearly. Discuss safe sex and birth control, if applicable. Then decide what fun and naughty things
might work for both of you and propose them. If your bed buddy agrees, get busy, you hound dogs! And
take as much pleasure from not doing things that your bed buddy doesn’t want to do as you get from
engaging in things you both want.

Have fun and be safe!

